
MERGER OF SUZLON ENERGY AND HANSEN GROUP BELGIUM

Suzlon Energy said on Friday that it had bought Belgium-based said the acquisition of Hansen would make Suzlon a
leading integrated wind.

Within 18 months we listed it on London Stock Exchange with robust growth plans for the gearbox maker.
We have not faced any problem with Hansen and Repower. It is very difficult to manage people from two
different geographies, so initially there is a problem. The next three years we will continue our focus on wind
and also begin focusing on solar energy as we can leverage on the infrastructure. But they have the capacity
for Repower. It is intended to be used as the basis for class discussion rather than to illustrate either effective
or ineffective handling of a management situation. Hansen's product range in the industrial gearbox segment
consists of core standardized products covering various applications in the torque range of kNm. It has a
proven track record in developing new products with the research and engineering capability needed for the
new generation of larger wind turbines. Operating across 32 countries and have more than employees. It is not
for 1 year. In line with the previously announced strategy to dispose of non-critical group assets to reduce
long-term debt, Suzlon Chairman said that Suzlon Energy, will sell stake in its China manufacturing unit to
China Power New Energy Development Company Limited for 3. The lowest we have is kilowatt machines
and highest that we Repower have is 6 megawatt and thus we have the full range of turbines, after integration.
Repower is very strong in markets like England, France and Germany. Here there are lot of factors including
the turbine, the grid and the wind velocity that involves the performance of the turbine. You say Repower has
provided technology for Chinese companies? Do you have any plans to enter other renewable energy sectors?
There are days when the grid and the turbines function but the wind velocity is not there. As per its website,
Suzlon has fifteen manufacturing facilities and a workforce of over 8, employees globally. So debt is a better
option. Thus different turbines work on a different philosophy. We would like to welcome the Hansen team
across the World into Suzlon. Global supply chain for components for the next three years has been
completely sold out. Today, Hansen designs and manufactures its wind turbine gearboxes in association with
the leading global wind turbine manufacturers and its product specifications range from outputs of 1. Hansen
will supply the gearboxes and we will supply the rotor blades to Repower. Suzlon intends to fund the
transaction using a combination of Suzlon's internal cash reserves and credit facilities. Abroad, the wind
energy projects are large in size and are mostly run by utilities. We had expected some concerns on that count
but we are fortunate that such issues never crept up. Hansen has a healthy order book position for the next two
years and we expect the business to be managed in the same manner as the management has very ably done
over the last couple of years. We have not offered to buyout. Due to the erratic availability of power locally,
and its rising costs, the highest business expenditure after the raw materials was electricity. Among its clients
is Wind Capital Group. It is nature. Share Via Topics. And Asia is running with high volumes and good
margins. So how will Repower benefit if Hansen is fully booked? The Company provides customized products
and drive package solutions to suit the customer's requirements. To manage people is a key competency.


